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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Developing and maintaining operating systems has become a task that requires advanced skills and knowledge. Developers must thoroughly test and debug an ever expanding code base that is adapted to more and different hardware. This creates the problem of systemic debugging. Systemic debugging views the system as a whole instead of debugging a single program. Technologies such as the Quick Emulator (QEMU) and the GNU Debugger (GDB) are currently used for debugging of operating systems. However, these tools have limitations inherent to their design.

Using software debuggers such as GDB offers flexibility but comes at a cost of robustness. Flexibility is achieved by the debugger allowing users to stop execution flow, step through code and change memory values. Robustness is lost because software debuggers change the state of the system which is being debugged. They are generally configured into the kernel as a device driver and are difficult to interface with.

Recent advances in virtualization allow operating systems to be run on top of other operating systems. Specifically, the base operating system runs a virtual machine monitor. Since the virtual machine monitor is at a lower abstraction layer, and manages the virtual machines, it can be inspected without instrumentation.

Using virtualization to support debugging offers the benefits of existing techniques while reducing many of their drawbacks. The virtualized environment acts as a layer of abstraction between the hardware and the operating system. Information can be gathered without affecting the state of the operating system in the virtual machine. In addition, the technology does not require the acquisition of new hardware or modification of the target operating system. Unlike GDB the increase in functionality does not reduce the level robustness of the target.

VMware Workstation 6.5 provides a tool, called VProbes, for operating system debugging using virtualization. As previously discussed, VProbes has many advantages relative to many existing debugging technologies and addresses a number of their shortcomings. This research explored VProbes and its application as a debugger for a Least Privilege Separation Kernel.
1.2 Purpose of Study

The objective of this thesis is to determine whether VMware VProbes can be used as a debugging mechanism for the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Least Privilege Separation Kernel (LPSK). Additionally, this thesis will develop a general purpose guide to using VMware VProbes with boutique operating systems. This thesis examines the following questions:

1. How does VMware Vprobes compare to existing debugging technologies?
2. Can this debugging tool be applied to a segmentation-based separation kernel?

This thesis presents an organized framework for answering these questions. Background material on virtual machine monitors and existing debugging techniques will be gathered. This will provide a basis for comparison between VMware VProbes and existing debugging technologies. Second, the LPSK will be instrumented with VMware VProbes. Furthermore, several tools will be developed to assist LPSK developers when using VMware VProbes as a debugging mechanism. The applicability of these techniques and tools to other boutique operating systems will be discussed.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 1 illustrates the motivation and purpose for this thesis. Furthermore, the problem of debugging operating systems is presented.

Chapter 2 provides background information on different components of this thesis. This includes the following items: virtualization, a debugger taxonomy, existing debugging techniques, VMware VProbes, the LPSK, and the Open Watcom build tools.

Chapter 3 presents concepts for using VMware Vprobes with the LPSK. Furthermore, a framework for generating symbol tables is presented. Finally, validation tests for ensuring the correctness of VMware VProbes are presented.

Chapter 4 covers related work on operating system debugging. Technologies such as: DTrace, K42 Kernel, ICE, and GDB will be presented.

Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a summary and future work possibilities.
CHAPTER 2:  
Background

This chapter presents virtual machines, a debugger taxonomy, comparison of debugging technologies, the Trusted Computing Exemplar (TCX) project, Open Watcom build tools, and symbol tables. These topics provide a background for this thesis.

2.1 Virtual Machines

Any discussion of virtual machines requires precise definitions of key terms. For these, we will use Goldberg’s definitions [8]. First is the concept of an environment. The environment is simply the target system to be duplicated [8]. As Goldberg states, operating systems and programs that run on the bare hardware must run identically on the virtual machine with the same effect [8]. A key notion behind the concept of virtual machines is that most instructions must execute directly on the target’s central processing unit [8]. Goldberg calls this concept the implementation. Executing instructions directly provide two benefits: performance will improve and uniformity between the host and the virtualized environment will be reinforced.

The concepts of environment and implementation help define a virtual machine [8, 23]. Goldberg’s definition of a virtual machine is

a hardware software duplicate of a real existing computer system in which a statistically dominant subset of the virtual processor’s instructions execute directly in the host processor in native mode [8].

The environment is the host processor being duplicated while the implementation is the means by which the statistically large number of instructions are executed on the underlying hardware.

Goldberg’s working definition states that a virtual machine is a software-hardware combination. The software component is known as the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) [8]. According to Goldberg, Virtual Machine Monitors are of two kinds: self virtualizing and family virtualizing [8]. Self virtualizing systems are Virtual Machine Monitors that present an exact copy of the underlying hardware architecture within its virtual machine. Alternatively, family virtualization means that the Virtual Machine Monitor presents the same system family as the underlying system. An example of family virtualization would be a Virtual Machine Monitor that virtualizes
Virtualized Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying System</th>
<th>Hardware Type I VMM</th>
<th>Hardware Type II VMM</th>
<th>Extended Type I EMM</th>
<th>Extended Type II EMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extended Hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Table illustrating different Virtual Machine Monitor types. Taken from [8]

A Pentium 3 processor while the underlying host is a Pentium 4 processor. Both of these CPUs are Intel processors and, more specifically, support the x86 instruction set.

2.1.1 Types of Virtual Machines

This section presents the different types of virtual machines. Goldberg presents two different types of virtual machines: Type I and Type II [8]. Furthermore, the difference between an Extended Machine Monitor and a Virtual Machine Monitor is established.

Type I Virtual Machine Monitors execute on the bare hardware of the underlying system [8]. This means that the VMM must provide facilities for managing the hardware resources. This type of Virtual Machine Monitor is likely to be much larger than Type II virtual machines because of the resource management support it must provide [8]. Type II Virtual Machine Monitors run under the control of an existing operating system and provide a virtual machine [8]. This type of VMM has a much smaller code base because the supporting operating system provides extensive resource and hardware management.

When Type I and II Virtual Machine Monitors are compared, there are advantages and disadvantages to each. Type II VMMs are smaller and allow users to have a preferred operating system as the platform [8]. However, if there is a need for a large number of virtual machines with no preference for a platform operating system, Type I Virtual Machines are better to meet these requirements. Specifically, Type I Virtual Machine Monitors will be in sole control of system resources and can allocate them in a fashion that is more conducive to large numbers of virtual machines.

Goldberg also presents the concept of an Extended Machine Monitor (EMM). Compared to a Virtual Machine Monitor an Extended Machine Monitor provides a more abstract view of the system. The underlying target architecture is changed to make it more convenient to use [8]. An example of this type of system would be the Linux kernel. This operating system provides programmers with an abstract view of the underlying architecture. In fact Type II
Virtual Machines run on Extended Machine Monitors, namely the supporting operating system [8]. This statement also implies that existing operating systems are Type I extended machines [8]. Type II Extended Machine Monitors run on an existing operating system to provide the interface of an existing operating system. Table 2.1 illustrates these differences.

### 2.1.2 Virtual Machines and Other Technologies

Technologies exist that provide some of the same functionality as Virtual Machine Monitors but differ greatly in their implementation. This section highlights some of these technologies and illustrates how they differ from Virtual Machine Monitors. Many of these technologies are used in this thesis as a comparison to VMware. The distinctions made will be based upon Goldberg’s classifications.

**Emulation** provides an interface for guest operating systems similar to that presented in virtual machines. However, emulation is implemented very differently. Emulation provides an abstract view of the underlying hardware that does not need to correspond to what is actually present [8]. This means that code written for a SPARC processor could be run on an Intel Pentium 4 processor. Since we can recall from Section 2.1 that Virtual Machines must be of the same processor family (or identical), emulation provides a completely new functionality. However, this technology does not allow instructions to be executed on the bare hardware and consequently suffers from performance issues. In terms of our keywords, emulation can provide the environment that virtual machines do, but cannot provide the implementation.

Since emulation does not reflect the underlying hardware, debugging low level problems can be problematic. Using our previous example, debugging becomes problematic when code written for a different architecture is run on an emulator. There is a disconnected layer of indirection before execution. A bug in the emulation software would manifest itself as a bug in the processor. The reverse situation is that a bug in the code may only happen if the emulation acts in accordance with the processor.

### 2.2 Debugging

**Debugging** is defined as the act of methodically searching for and reducing bugs in a target program. The term *debug* is often credited to Rear Admiral Grace Hopper who found a moth in a computer that was not functioning properly. It is important to note that the aforementioned definition does not mention any one technique or technology. Debugging can even be as simple
as using such fundamental techniques as source code review. In fact, the most widely used debugging technique is to insert print statements into code.

In certain situations it is desirable to have a better mechanism for debugging. Developers have recognized this need and have created tools known as debuggers. Debuggers show information about the currently executing process. This information includes values of variables, memory values throughout the processes memory, one or more lists of active functions and processor register values [14]. Debuggers run in their own process space to protect them from errors in the target program. The use of debuggers gives developers a general purpose mechanism to explore running processes, and help developers understand why the target process is producing incorrect results [14].

Traditionally debuggers take two distinct forms; source level debugger and machine level debugger. Source level debuggers debug a target program in terms of the source code developed. As the debugger progresses through the code’s instructions, it will show the progress in the source code. Machine level debuggers view the target programs in their compiled form. While the machine code can be mapped to the source code, the developer must do this by hand. As the debugger progresses, progress will be shown in the compiled code.

2.2.1 Debugger Taxonomy

Dbx originally was a debugger for the Pascal language. In “The Evolution of Dbx”, Linton outlines several parts of the Dbx debugger [14]. There is no standard way to construct a debugger, but the division presented by Linton is a good general model for debuggers. This section will expand Linton’s division into key functionalities and aspects of debuggers. This set of debugger features will provide a basis to compare existing technologies to VMware VProbes. Debuggers incorporate the following functionalities: view and change memory, control program flow, display information in symbolic form, and an interface to control the debugger.

The ability to view and change memory is a key functionality for debuggers. Viewing memory allows developers to extract information from the running process without embedding print statements. This allows developers to avoid adding large amounts of debugging code to target systems and prevents the act of printing information from disturbing the target’s process state. Changing values in memory enables developers to perform “what if” scenarios. For example, what if this variable is set to a given value? Will it result in a buffer overflow? These questions can be answered without developing code to test each scenario. The debugger enables the
programmer to insert values into selected memory locations and see the resulting effects of the change.

Controlling program flow provides developers with a powerful mechanism. Execution control allows developers to stop programs at any point and examine the state of the process [7]. Breakpoints allow developers to suspend execution when a certain point in the program is reached [14]. For example, a developer may select the address of a function suspected of causing problems. When the program reaches that address it will stop executing allowing for inspection of the program. Stepping allows the debugger to execute a certain number of instructions then stop execution [14, 7]. Depending on debugger functionality, developers may specify how many instructions to step by. The GNU Debugger allows developers to step by function calls.

Displaying information in symbolic form provides a key user interface to the developer. Instead of viewing opcodes of the compiled binary, a programmer can see the mapping to the source code [14]. This type of functionality is only present in source level debuggers. The distinction between source level debuggers and machine level debuggers is described in Section 2.2.

The control interface for debuggers is a user interface aspect to the tool. GDB and Dbx both use command line programs to provide a control mechanism [14, 7]. While this is one option for providing a control mechanism, many source level debuggers are built directly into an Integrated Development Environment. This approach provides more visualization for the developer. The key aspect of either approach is that it provides a control interface for developers to use the aforementioned functionalities in a convenient manner.

### 2.3 Debugging Technologies

Currently there are many different techniques for debugging programs. As mentioned in Section 2.2, this includes embedding print statements into code. This section will focus on presenting technologies that are used to debug an entire system, often referred to as systemic debugging [4]. Furthermore the taxonomy from Section 2.2.1 will be used as a framework for describing each technology.

#### 2.3.1 QEMU

The Quick Emulator or QEMU is an open source project that provides emulation for main stream operating systems [20]. It provides two modes of operation: full system emulation and
Table 2.2: Table illustrating different debugging technologies and functionalities present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>QEMU</th>
<th>GDB</th>
<th>VProbes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing Memory</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing Memory</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakpoints</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepping</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic Form</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Interface</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

user mode emulation. Full system emulation allows a user to run an entire operating system in user space similar to VMware. User mode emulation allows programs compiled for different architectures to be run, regardless of target architecture. This section will focus on the full system emulation as it is suited for systemic debugging. It is important to note the difference between emulation and virtual machines, see Section 2.1.2 for a more in depth discussion.

QEMU by itself does not constitute as a debugger. It provides the emulation mechanism in which code for many different architectures can be run on a single machine [20]. Since the entire machine runs within the confines of the QEMU process, existing debuggers such as GDB can be used [20]. Thus, all functionalities present in GDB are present in QEMU. Table 2.2 outlines these functionalities.

### 2.3.2 GDB

The GNU Debugger or GDB is a popular open source debugger [7] and is one of the predominant debuggers for Unix type systems. GDB can be split into three main components: the user interface, symbol handling, and target system handling. This software has four primary functions that promote debugging: start the target program with anything that can affect behavior, set breakpoints to force the program to stop given a certain condition, view state of the target program in a stopped state, and change values in the target program [24]. One can see how these four main functions fit into the debugger taxonomy discussed in Section 2.2.1.

Table 2.2 shows its many key functionalities. In addition to supporting application-level debugging, Linux developers also use GDB inside of the kernel to debug troublesome code. This requires the debugger to run inside of the kernel itself, which creates the possibility that the debugger is changing the state of the kernel. Execution of the debugger in the kernel also suffers from being difficult to set up and configure. Running GDB inside of the kernel requires the use
of two machines. One machine will act as the target for debugging. This machine will have the GDB server compiled as part of the kernel. The second machine acts as a client, communicating to the GDB server executing on the target system.

### 2.3.3 VProbe Debugging

VProbes provide a window through the VMware Virtual Machine Monitor to view the target operating system [11]. From Section 2.1.1 one can note that VMware is a Type II virtual machine. As such, many different types of operating systems can run on top of the virtual machine so long as the code is meant to run on an Intel processor. This provides boutique operating system developers with the ability to debug code flexibly.

VMware lists the following design goals for VProbes; safe, dynamic, static, operating system independent, and free with respect to system resources when disabled [11]. The safety design goal allows VProbes to be instrumented without affecting the virtual machine state of the target [11]. The dynamic aspect of VProbes allows them to be inserted or removed in the target machine during runtime [11]. The static aspect of VProbes means that predefined probes can be invoked when certain events occur during the target systems execution [11]. Operating system independence allows for different operating systems to be inspected with VProbes [11]. VProbes incurs no cost in CPU cycles or memory when disabled. This allows production systems to not be hindered by its use.

VProbes are implemented using a custom scripting language called VP script [11]. The use of a scripting language enables the VProbes to be used in a general purpose manner. Developers can write functions which build upon one another as for any modern programming language. No constructs from the underlying OS are required for their use [11]. This ensures the VMware VProbes design goal of operating system independence.

Given the debugger taxonomy in Section 2.2.1, VProbes does not have many of the functionalities of current debuggers, see Table 2.2. It only supports viewing of memory, use of symbolic formats and a control interface. This is an artifact of the VProbes design goals. For the VProbes to be safe and not be noticeable by the target system they cannot control program flow. Furthermore, VProbes cannot change memory because of the aforementioned design goal. However, the VProbes can view systems from the Virtual Machine Monitor without interfering with their state, unlike other debugging technologies that must either run on the same operating system or does not allow instructions to be executed on the underlying hardware.
2.4 Symbol Tables
Symbol tables provide mappings between a symbol name and symbol address. A symbol is a name for an entity in the memory of the computer. For example, variable and function names are considered symbols. Using symbol tables allows developers to use mnemonic devices for memory locations instead of numerical addresses.

VProbes uses linear memory addresses as probe points. To make the VP Scripts easier to write VMware allows users to specify a symbol table for the target operating system. The addresses in the symbol table must be linear addresses for the symbols. To assist in debugging the Least Privilege Separation Kernel, a symbol table will be built with mappings from each symbol to the linear address the symbol resides in.

2.5 Operational VProbes
There are two types of VProbes [11]: static and dynamic. Static probes are predetermined points of virtual machine execution [11]. Static probes include predetermined timing intervals and interrupt requests. Dynamic VProbes are user-specified probe points [11]. All dynamic VProbes are installed to trigger upon references to linear addresses of the target operating system.

There are three types of dynamic Vprobes; read, write, and execute [11]. Read VProbes watch a linear address in memory for read operations [11]. Once the VMM detects a read from the linear address the read VProbe will be executed. Write VProbes operate in the same fashion as read VProbes, except the VProbe is executed when a write to the linear address is performed [11]. Execution VProbes monitor a linear address and execute the VProbe when that address is fetched for execution [11].

2.6 Trusted Computing Exemplar
The Trusted Computing Exemplar (TCX) project [12] was created in response to the atrophying abilities of programmers to build high assurance systems. The project has four main goals [12]: creation of a prototype framework for rapid high assurance development; reference-implementation of trusted computing; evaluation of the component for high assurance; and open dissemination of all artifacts of the project.

At the heart of the TCX project is the Least Privilege Separation Kernel (LPSK) [12]. The primary focus of the kernel is to provide data-domain and process separation [12]. Furthermore,
primitive kernel level functionalities are also provided by the kernel [16]. The LPSK supports a fixed number of resources and subjects, both of which are statically allocated to partitions.

An instance of the LPSK is configured in a static fashion via the Configuration Vector [12]. The configuration vector is read during LPSK initialization. The processes to be executed are specified in the configuration vector and the kernel will set up the partitions accordingly. Furthermore, process/resource bindings are specified in the configuration vector, which spell out the interaction processes may have with other processes and resources [12]. These bindings are static and will be applied until the system has been shutdown.

Processes are mapped to partitions in the LPSK. One way for two processes to communicate is through shared memory segments, which are defined in the configuration vector. All system-internal communication channels between processes are known before system execution begins.

Unlike most modern operating systems, the LPSK uses all four Intel hardware privilege levels (PL). This permits enforcement of a privilege policy. The only way for execution in a chosen privilege level to invoke a lower level is through controlled interface such as a call gate.

The LPSK uses the Large memory model [12]. This allows a process to have multiple memory segments in the address space of a subject. Thus, a subject is an active entity in a particular privilege level. There can be multiple code and data segments in a privilege level. In order for the LPSK executable to define multiple code and data segments, the Linear Executable (LX) [10] format is used.

As of June, 2009 the LPSK provides default modules for all hardware privilege levels. Privilege level 3 is the application layer, and the LPSK developers provide several test applications [21]. This thesis uses the TSM application for testing purposes. The SecureCore Operating System (SCOS) and SecureCore Security Services (SCSS) modules run in PL2 and PL1, respectively [22, 5]. The LPSK kernel executes in PL0 [22].

### 2.7 Open Watcom

The TCX project uses the Open Watcom compiler [18] and its associated build tools [19]. This set of build tools supports the LX executable format used for the LPSK.
The linker turns abstract names into concrete locations [13]. For example, it turns the names of functions into the address of that function [13]. The Open Watcom linker [19] provides this functionality for the TCX project.

The Open Watcom linker has the ability to output the work it performs by creating a MAP file. The MAP file contains a great deal of information about the binary that was compiled. More details on the MAP file will be presented in Chapter 3.

2.8 Summary

This chapter has presented Virtual Machines, a debugger taxonomy, comparison of current debugging technologies, VMware VProbes, symbol tables and the TCX project. The next chapter will present how to implement and use VMware VProbes for the LPSK. Furthermore, the next chapter will verify the output received from VProbes while debugging the LPSK.
CHAPTER 3:
Application of VMware VProbes to The LPSK

This chapter outlines the methodology used to implement VMware VProbes as a debugging mechanism for the NPS Least Privilege Separation Kernel (LPSK). The organization of this chapter will progress in a linear fashion. We start with a brief overview of VP script and MAP files. This is followed by an in depth look into the construction of symbol tables for the LPSK. Finally, two verification tests to ensure that data extracted using VProbes is correct when used on the LPSK are described.

3.1 VP Script

VP Script is the instrumentation mechanism in which a probe can be loaded to trigger on a chosen linear address [11]. These probes can execute when said linear address is executed, read or written to. The scripting language has a syntax similar to that of lisp [11]. The language provides the ability for users to define their own variables and functions. Furthermore, several built-in functions are provided as well as global variables.

The language provides built in global variables that represent the values of CPU registers at the time the VProbe executes. Included in the many natively supported functions is the ability to read the contents of a specific linear memory address. However, the language does not allow for looping and recursion can only go 25 call levels deep. This is to ensure that the VProbe finishes executing.

A full description of VP Script is outside of the scope of this thesis. The VMware VProbes Programming reference provides the entire definition for the VPscript language [11].

3.2 MAP Files

During the build process, the Open Watcom linker can generate MAP files [19]. This is enabled by specifying the MAP option or ”-M” shorthand [19]. The current LPSK build process has the MAP enabled for default builds. Thus, for every binary compiled using the LPSK makefiles a MAP file is generated. An excerpt from an example MAP file can be seen in Figure 3.1.

A given MAP file contains a wealth of information about the binary for which it was generated. MAP files include information about the following aspects of the binary: Groups, Segments,
Memory Map, Module Segments, Imported Symbols and Linker Statistics. Each map file is for one module, where a module represents a file that is loaded into memory at boot time. For the purposes of building symbol tables for the LPSK only the memory map will be covered in this section.

The memory map provides a mapping between symbol names and their locations within a chosen segment. The symbol names include function names and variable names. For example, Figure 3.1 shows the \_kmem\_allocate symbol at address 0001:0000b6fa. The 0001 portion of the address indicates the segment in which the symbol resides. The 0000b6fa portion of the address is an offset into that segment.

3.3 TCX Symbol Tables

The kernel symbols will be loaded into locations specified by the kernel binary. From Figure 3.1 we know that functions reside in segment 1. To retrieve the starting address of segments as specified in the binary, the Open Watcom wdump tool can be leveraged. Once the linear address for the beginning of segment 1 has been extracted with wdump, it can be added to the offset specified in the MAP file. Extracting the linear base addresses for segments using wdump is covered in Appendix A.2.

To build a symbol table for the entire system it will require symbols from code in all four privilege levels. This requires linear addresses for the base location of each segment in memory.
Once this base address has been harvested, it can be added to the offset of each symbol in the Memory map. The resultant addresses will be the location of that item in memory as a linear address.

It is important to note that symbol tables are not required for VProbes to work with the LPSK. However, without the use of a mnemonic device such as a symbol table it becomes difficult to deal with all the different locations of functions and variables. As such, much attention will be paid to generating symbol tables for the LPSK and its applications.

### 3.3.1 LPSK Loader

As of April 2009, the TCX project had no support for reading files from disk. Thus the LPSK relies on the Grand Unified Bootloader (GRUB) [15] to read all of the files from disk. Once read into memory, the bootloader hands execution to the loaded LPSK. The LPSK is loaded into the linear address space specified in the `lpsk_kernel` executable. Furthermore, GRUB is a Multiboot [17] compliant bootloader which specifies a `module_t` data structure with information about each file read from disk.

The remaining binaries are loaded into memory using the kernel’s loader. The kernel loader operates by first locating the binary to load into memory. Once located, the loader will allocate memory to copy the binary into. However, for each binary there are multiple allocation operations as the code, data and stack each get their own segments in memory.

To locate each binary in memory the kernel uses the `find_module` function. Figure 3.2 shows the prototype for the `find_module` function. This function will search through the Multiboot `module_t` data structure for the module specified by the parameters.

Once the starting address for the binary file has been located, it will be read and loaded into the appropriate privilege level according to the configuration vector. Each object in the binary will be loaded into separate regions in memory. To allocate this memory, the function `kmem_allocate` is called. Each individual binary, in general, will allocate three different segments of memory. These memory segments are for the code, data, and stack. Each time the `kmem_allocate` function is called, the starting linear address of the segment will be an output parameter.

The loader performs many more actions than those presented in this brief section. However, the portion necessary for creating symbol tables has been presented. Furthermore, the functions
int find_module(module_t *module_data, int num_modules, char *path, int len, unsigned int *start_addr, unsigned int *size)

int kmem_allocate(unsigned int mem_size, unsigned int alignment, unsigned int *start_addr)

Figure 3.2: Function prototypes for the find_module and kmem_allocate functions.

presented in this section have many more parameters than has been presented. The remainder of the loader and its functions is outside the scope of this thesis.

3.3.2 Harvesting Offset Addresses

As mentioned in Section 3.3 the addresses in the MAP file are relative to the segment they are present in. For a complete linear address to the symbol, the base of the memory segment must be obtained. During the loading process, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, a linear address is allocated for each segment loaded.

There are several ways in which linear addresses can be harvested. The kernel source code can be modified to display the start address every time the kmem_allocate function is called. Alternatively, a VProbe script can be configured to gather the starting address each time the kmem_allocate function is called. For the purposes of this thesis the second method will be used. It has the advantage of not requiring the source code of the kernel to be modified.

For the VProbe to execute properly, it must have the following information before the Virtual Machine is turned on: the linear address of the kernel stack and the linear address of kmem_allocate. The stack address is needed because parameters are passed on the stack in right to left order. The starting address of kmem_allocate is used to instrument the probe as an execution VProbe.

As previously mentioned in Section 3.1 all CPU registers are exported to VProbes as global variables. When retrieving parameters off the stack the ESP register marks the end. Each parameter can then be accessed by subtracting the variable position from the ESP address. However, the ESP register will only be relative to the current stack segment and not provide a linear address that can be accessed from a VMware VProbe. This is why the linear address of the stack segment needs to be provided to the VProbe. Once this is known, parameters can be accessed by adding the linear stack address to the ESP offset.
#wdump lpsk_kernel
...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>object 1: virtual memory size = 0000C21FH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relocation base address = 00100000H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object flag bits = 00002005H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object page table index = 00000001H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of object page table entries = 0000000DH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reserved = 00000000H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flags = READABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| object 2: virtual memory size = 0000E8D4H |
| relocation base address = 00110000H |
| object flag bits = 00002003H |
| object page table index = 0000000EH |
| # of object page table entries = 00000002H |
| reserved = 00000000H |
| flags = READABLE|WRITABLE|BIG |

| object 3: virtual memory size = 00004000H |
| relocation base address = 00120000H |
| object flag bits = 00002003H |
| object page table index = 00000010H |
| # of object page table entries = 00000000H |
| reserved = 00000000H |
| flags = READABLE|WRITABLE|BIG |

Figure 3.3: Example showing the Object table for the LPSK kernel.

To retrieve the starting stack address the wdump tool can be leveraged. The wdump tool analyzes a chosen executable file and provides information about its structure. The object table for the LPSK kernel binary has three entries; code, data, and stack. As mentioned in Section 3.3.1 the GRUB bootloader respects the address specified in the lpsk_kernel binary. In Figure 3.3 the third object is the stack object. The relocation base address field specifies the linear address for the stack, which is 0x00120000. This value added to the stack pointer at the beginning of a function call is the end of the parameter list.

The linear address to probe is that of the kmem_allocate function. This can be retrieved from the MAP file generated during compilation. Figure 3.1 shows the address for the function kmem_allocate. However, since the allocated linear address is written to the start_addr parameter during the execution of the function, the starting address of the function cannot be used. To ensure that the parameter is read after it has been written to with the correct value, the
address of the return statement for the function will be used. A simple way of retrieving this
address is to get the start address of the next function in the MAP file and subtract the size of
the previous functions return statement. The size of return statements in the LPSK is 3 bytes
In Figure 3.1 the next function is kmem_free which is at offset 0x0000b9d1. By subtracting
3 bytes, the offset becomes 0x0000b9ce. However, the relocation base address for the code
segment must be added to this offset to derive a linear address. In Figure 3.3 the relocation base
address for the code segment is 0x0010000, thus the address the probe needs to be installed on
is 0x0010b9ce.

A final aspect to using the VProbe is displaying the name of the module that is being loaded
into memory. The name of the module is the ascii file name at the time the bootloader read
it into memory. This is not a requirement to build the symbol table, but it makes it easier for
the end user. If the VProbe does not display the name of the binary being loaded then the
configuration vector must be examined to see which binary is being loaded. As mentioned in
Section 3.3.1 the find_module function will be called for every binary loaded into memory.
The third parameter is a path to the binary that GRUB loaded from disk, which will contain
the name. Another VProbe can be set on the address of find_module to retrieve the path
parameter. This will allow the name of each binary to be displayed before the linear addresses
of its segments are displayed. However, this requires a third piece of information to be encoded
into the VP script: the linear address of the find_module function.

3.3.3 VProbe for Symbol Table Creation

Section 3.3.2 laid out the guidance for creating a VProbe to obtain linear starting addresses for
the segments of each binary loaded into memory. This section will present the source code for
that VProbe. The source code in its entirety can be seen in Figure D.4 of Appendix D.

The VProbe listed in Figure D.4 has two user defined functions; the getArg32 function, and
derefTcxKernelStack function. The getArg32 function retrieves an argument off the
stack based on the offset and the argument number. It is important to note that this function
assumes a parameter is 4 bytes wide. Parameters can be larger than 4 bytes so the calling code
must account for this. The derefTcxKernelStack function returns the first 4 bytes of data
pointed to by the pointer parameter. The pointer value will have the linear stack base address
added to it before dereferencing the pointer.
The above user defined functions provide the necessary functionality to build the VProbe discussed in Section 3.3.2. In fact, the code listed in Figure D.4 installs two separate probes. One probe monitors the find_module function and prints the loaded module name. The second monitors the kmem_allocate function and displays the linear base address that is allocated for a given segment.

### 3.3.4 Adding VProbes

Once the VProbe for harvesting the linear addresses has been encoded with all the appropriate data, the probe must be loaded into the Virtual Machine Monitor. This is done by the `vmrun` command. The `vmrun` command is part of the VMware Workstation product. The `vmrun` tool has many other uses. Only the portions pertaining to VProbes will be covered in this section.

Figure 3.4 shows example uses of the `vmrun` command for VProbes. The top command in the figure provides example usage for loading a VProbe. The virtual machine that the vprobe is installed on is specified by the vmx file. The source code for the VProbe is passed on the command line as a parameter to the `vmrun` tool. The syntax used in Figure 3.4 is specific to bash shell. VMware recommends using this syntax and encourages Windows users to leverage Cygwin when using `vmrun` and VProbes. Furthermore, the VProbe Generator GUI, a tool developed for this thesis, can add VProbes to a running virtual machine. See Appendix C for details on the VProbe Generator GUI.

Note that VProbes can only be added to the Virtual Machine Monitor once the virtual machine is in a running state. In order to generate a symbol table the VProbe in Figure D.4 must observe the kernel’s loader during boot. This implies that the VProbe must be installed before the kernel has been loaded. A logical place during execution for this VProbe to be loaded is when the bootloader is executing. Note that on virtual machine power down all probes are released and no longer present. Thus a VProbe must be added every time a Virtual Machine is turned on.
3.3.5 Interpreting Output

After a VProbe is loaded all output is sent to the `vprobe.out` file. By default, this file is placed in the same directory as the `vmx` file. The contents of the `vprobe.out` file is controlled by the output operations in the VProbe.

Figure 3.5 shows the output produced when the script in Figure D.4 is executed. The print statements in the VProbe correspond to the contents of Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5 there are multiple calls to `kmemAllocate` for each module. Each of these calls corresponds to a segment within that module. Typically the segments are arranged as follows: code, data, and stack. For example, the `SCOS` module code segment begins at address 0x15b000. The VProbe Generator GUI provides an application to assist in viewing this file in real time. See Appendix C for details.

3.3.6 Final Symbol Table

The final symbol table can be built one MAP file at a time. The general algorithm for building the symbol table is as follows: Take the linear address generated by the harvester.vp script and add it to the offset of the symbol name in the MAP file. However, the result must be in a format that is understandable by the VMware Workstation product.

```
....
Find_modules exe name = /scos
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x14b000
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x14f000
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x157000
Find_modules exe name = /pl1.gts
Find_modules exe name = /scos
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x15b000
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x15f000
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x161000
Find_modules exe name = /pl2.gts
Find_modules exe name = /tsm_appl
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x165000
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x169000
kmemAllocate load_addr = 0x16b000
....
```

Figure 3.5: Example vprobe.out contents when script in Figure D.4 is executed.
By default, VMware Workstation correctly parses output of the Linux kernel symbol table [11]. This output is generated by the `nm` utility [3]. This format was chosen because the `nm` utility is open source and a large amount of documentation on its output format exists.

Figure 3.6 shows the `nm` format for the LPSK kernel binary. The output has three columns: address, type, and name. Address is the linear address in memory where the symbol resides. The type denotes the form of the symbol. The form specifies whether a chosen symbol is a variable or function. For example, the `T` type denotes that the symbol is in the code segment. The third column contains the name, the mnemonic which can be used in VProbes instead of the linear address. Multiple tools have been developed for this thesis for assisting in generating symbol tables for the LPSK. See Appendix B and C for a description of these tools.

The TCX kernel has the ability to load the same executable into different partitions. Thus, the same symbol name can exist in multiple places in memory. The Symbol Generator tool in
Appendix C accounts for this by applying the partition number to the end of the symbol. The symbols in Figure 3.6 are in partition 0 and each symbol has a 0 concatenated to the end of it’s name.

### 3.4 Using the Symbol Table

For the symbols to be available inside of VP scripts the Virtual Machine Monitor must know the location of the symbol table. This is done by specifying the symbol table in the Virtual Machine configuration file [11]. This thesis adopts VMware’s convention of using a `.sym` extension [11] for symbol table files.

Figure 3.7 shows the configuration option for adding a symbol file to a `vmx` file. If this file is added while the virtual machine is running it will not be available until the Virtual Machine Monitor has been restarted. This implies that the virtual machine will have to be run once to generate the symbol table and then restarted to make those symbols available for use in VP scripts.

### 3.5 Verification Tests

To ensure that the use of VProbes is displaying the correct state of the LPSK, a test bed has been developed. This is not a definitive proof of the correctness of VProbes, but a simple test to verify the correctness of the approach. Two verification tests have been designed: the vertical test and the horizontal test. These two tests use unique aspects of the kernel’s functionality that are not present on other operating systems. As such, these tests are designed to exercise these functionalities and ensure that VProbes retrieves the correct values.

The vertical test is designed to exercise VProbes’ ability to follow code execution in multiple hardware privilege levels. Most operating systems run in privilege level (PL) 0 and their applications execute in PL3. The LPSK uses all four of the Intel hardware privilege levels. The vertical test will execute code in all four hardware privilege levels while a VProbe attempts to retrieve information about this execution.
The horizontal test is designed to test VProbes ability to handle multiple data segments. The multi-segmented nature of the LPSK allows for multiple data segments to exist at each privilege level. This test will assign known values into two additional data segments, one at privilege level 1 and the other at PL0. A VProbe will be used to retrieve information about this write and the results will be compared to the known value.

### 3.5.1 Vertical Test Definition

The vertical test watched execution flow of a function call from the TSM Application down to a kernel function. This required the TSM Application to first perform a gate call to SCOS executing in PL2. SCOS then performs a gate call into SCSS executing in PL1. Finally, SCSS made a gate call into the LPSK kernel.

Figure 3.8 shows the function calls in the VProbe test. The TSM Application first calls `test_scos_gate`, which is a gate call into hardware privilege level 2. The gate call then executes the `scos_test` function in the SCOS binary. The `scos_test`, in turn, calls the `test_scss_gate` gate call to enter into privilege level 1. Then the gate call executes the `scss_test` function in the SCSS binary. Finally, the `test_lpsk_gate` gate call is made, thus moving execution to privilege level 0. In turn, the `lpsk_test` function is executed.

Each of the functions takes an integer as a parameter. This parameter is left unchanged by all of the functions and is passed down to the kernel. Thus the parameter for all six function calls will be the same value. An execution VProbe can be set to retrieve the first parameter for each function when it begins executing. This parameter is retrieved from the stack memory segment in each privilege level. All of these values retrieved from the VProbe should be the same and match the value the TSM Application provided. The verification test will call the `test_scos_gate` with a parameter value of 1.
Figure 3.9: Diagram showing the execution flow of the vertical test.
Once the execution flow has reached the `lpsk_test` function the parameter will have 1 added to it and the resultant value is returned. All of the functions in Figure 3.8 have an integer return value and an execution VProbe can be set on the return statement in each function. Convention dictates that return values are placed into the EAX register before returning from function calls. This implies that the execution VProbe must retrieve the EAX register when the return statement is executed. Each value retrieved using these VProbes should be equal to the parameter value plus one. In the case of this test, the value will be equal to 2. Figure 3.9 shows the execution flow of the vertical test.

If all these values match the expected values, then the VProbe has in fact retrieved the correct information.

### 3.5.2 Vertical Test Construction

To build this test the LPSK source code must be modified to add the functions listed in Figure 3.8. The TSM Application only needs to call the `test_scos_gate` gate call. Thus all the other code within the TSM Application can be removed. To help in instrumenting the call, the application will first require a user to hit enter before calling the appropriate gate call. This instrumentation will allow the user to add the test VProbe(s) before the first function call is made.

This test will require that a total of 12 VProbes be installed. Six of the probes will be installed on the entry of each function listed in Figure 3.8. These probes will retrieve the parameter value passed to each function. The parameter values are read from the stack segment in each privilege level. Each of these functions will be referred to by name listed in the symbol table in Figure 3.8. Details on constructing symbol tables for the LPSK can be found in Section 3.3.

The remaining six VProbes will be installed on the return statement of each of the functions in Figure 3.8. The purpose of this VProbe is to retrieve the value returned from the `lpsk_test`. Since symbol table only contains the starting address for functions, the linear address for the function’s return statement will be used. A discussion of determining return statement linear addresses can be found in Section 3.3.2. Figure D.1 displays the source code for the test VProbe.
3.5.3 **Vertical Test Execution**

Figure 3.10 displays the output from Figure D.1. Note that each parameter has a value of one and each return has a value of two. These values match the expected results mentioned in the test definition. Thus we can be assured that the VMware VProbes mechanism is retrieving the correct information from the target system.

3.5.4 **Horizontal Test Definition**

The horizontal test ensures that the VProbe mechanism can handle the multi-segmented nature of the LPSK. The name horizontal comes from the ability of the LPSK to have multiple code and data segments in a chosen privilege level.

This test used a data VProbe to watch variables in a second data segment in both privilege levels 1 and 0. This equates to the SCSS module and the LPSK kernel locations. However, the test will be started by the TSM application in privilege level 3. The call stack from Figure 3.8 will be identical in this test. The operation of the TSM application and SCOS functions will not change.

The `scss_test` will first read the `first_segment_variable_scss` and assign it to the variable in the second data segment. Then the function will assign the value of the parameter to a variable located in the second data segment. This function will subsequently make a gate call into the LPSK with the `test_lpsk_gate` function. As in Section 3.5.1 the parameter value...
```c
int first_segment_variable_scss = 0;
int scss_test( int val )
{
    second_segment_variable_scss = first_segment_variable_scss;
    second_segment_variable_scss = val;
    return test_lpsk_gate( val );
}
int first_segment_variable_lpsk = 0;
int lpsk_test( int val )
{
    second_segment_variable_lpsk = first_segment_variable_lpsk;
    second_segment_variable_lpsk = val;
    return val + 1;
}
```

Figure 3.11: Example code for the SCSS and LPSK horizontal test.

Passed into this function will be left unchanged and is provided as a parameter to the gate call. Example code for the `scss_test` function can be found in Figure 3.11. Notice in Figure 3.11 that the second data segment variable is first set to zero and then the parameter value.

The `lpsk_test` will behave in a similar fashion to the `scss_test` function. The `first_segment_variable_lpsk` will be read and assigned to the variable in the second segment. Then the parameter value will be assigned to the variable in the second data segment. However, no further gate calls can be made as execution resides in the lowest privilege level. Thus, as in Section 3.5.1, the kernel test function will return the parameter value plus one. Example code for the `lpsk_test` function can be found in Figure 3.11. The execution flow of the horizontal test is presented in Figure 3.12.

The parameter value will be set to one in the TSM application. This test will watch the following variables: `second_segment_variable_scss`, `second_segment_variable_lpsk`, `first_segment_variable_scss`, and `first_segment_variable_lpsk`. When the execution flow of the system reads from `first_segment_variable_scss` and `first_segment_variable_lpsk` a VProbe will execute, printing to the `vprobe.out` file “Read variable name”. When execution flow writes values to `second_segment_variable_scss` and `second_segment_variable_lpsk`, the VProbe will execute and retrieve the values written. If VProbes retrieves a value of 1 then the VProbe has correctly handled multi-segments within a given privilege level.
To build this test the LPSK source code must be modified. The modified code is similar to the modifications presented in Section 3.5.2. However, the `scss_test` and `lpsk_test` functions are modified to initialize the variables in the second data segment with variables from the first data segment. Then the parameter value will be assigned to the variable in the second data segment. This variable resides in a second data segment for each privilege level. These modifications can be seen in Figure 3.11.

This test requires four data VProbes. Two VProbes will watch the memory locations for the variables `first_segment_variable_scss` and `first_segment_variable_lpsk`. These VProbes will execute when these variables are read. The remaining two probes will watch the memory locations for the variables `second_segment_variable_lpsk` and `second_segment_variable_scss`. When these variables are written to, the VProbe will execute and retrieve the value written to the memory locations. The source code for the horizontal test VProbe be found in Figure D.2.
3.5.6 Horizontal Test Execution

Figure 3.13 presents the output from the horizontal test VProbe. Note that each line represents a write to the variable. The first write to each variable is 0. This write ensures that the memory location in the second segment does not start with a value of 1. The second write to each variable is 1. Since the values match our expected value of 1, we can be assured that VProbes has handled multiple data segments correctly.

3.6 Other Experiments

This section contains experiments not directly related to verifying that VProbes works on the LPSK. These tests were run to understand the operating procedures of VProbes as well as the Intel architecture. As such, it presents results that will help readers understand the use of VProbes.

3.6.1 Write to Read Only Segment

As discussed in Section 2.6, the LPSK makes heavy use of segmentation. With the large number of different memory segments it becomes a reasonable possibility that code execution may violate permissions for a given segment. This test attempted to write to a segment marked as read only. The goal was to ascertain if the write succeeded before an interrupt is generated notifying the system of an access violation.

This test was developed in the SCSS module. A write to the first 4 bytes of the keyboard mapping segment was attempted. The keyboard mapping segment is marked in the configuration vector as read only. Two VProbes were used to observe the execution of the test. The first VProbe watched the first byte of the read only memory segment for writes. The second VProbe watched the execution of the interrupt 13 service handler. The source code for this VProbe can be found in Section D.3 from Appendix D.
When the test was executed the interrupt 13 service handler fired before writing to the read-only memory segment. Thus no writing to the read only memory segment succeeded.

3.7 Summary
This chapter presented building symbol tables for the LPSK and using them to instrument VMware VProbes. Furthermore, two verification tests were presented to verify the output generated by VProbes. The next chapter will present related work for systemic debugging for operating systems.
This chapter presents other methodologies that are being used to debug operating systems.

4.1 DTrace

DTrace [4] is a dynamic instrumentation tool that VMware VProbes was modeled after [11]. Currently DTrace is implemented for Solaris and FreeBSD. DTrace is an instrumentation tool that helps in debugging problems in operating systems. Like GDB, it must be installed in the kernel for it to function.

DTrace implements its own language referred to as D [4]. The structure of the D language allows users to specify conditions. These conditions are known as probes [4]. When the condition of the probe becomes true then the defined action executes [4]. A given probe will execute every time the condition is true.

DTrace requires that code must register potential probe points. That is, each possible place in the target code must have code added to allow DTrace to instrument it. These instrumentation points are referred to as providers [4].

A DTrace kernel module must be present on the target system. This brokers communication between the DTrace probes and the running kernel. This approach is similar to GDB that requires a server to run in kernel space. However, unlike GDB, DTrace will incur no overhead when probes are not being run.

4.2 K42

K42 is a research kernel developed by IBM [1]. The overall goal being to re-vitalize dated operating system engineering principles. The main goal of the K42 research group was to develop a high performance operating system for modern processors [1]. The development effort aims to adhere to the Linux API thus requiring minimal porting of application code [1].

From the outset of this project the developers had debugging and system performance testing in mind. All kernel code has debugging routines present and debugging may be dynamically enabled [2]. Furthermore, the collection of debugging events is separated from their analysis.
This implies that instrumented kernel routines will only collect and distribute debugging information. The client applications that harvest the debugging information will have to analyze the input.

This implies that kernel code does not need to be compiled into a debugging mode [2]. These debugging routines can be enabled and accessed from user space [2]. There is no cost for these instrumentation points when the debugging routines are not being used [2]. This artifact is similar to DTrace.

4.3 In-Circuit Emulation

In-Circuit Emulation (ICE) requires the use of a hardware device that helps developers debug low level problems [6]. Traditionally, the ICE device is inserted into the processor socket [6]. This allows the ICE device to act as the processor and completely control the target system.

ICE devices allow functionalities like breakpoints without affecting the systems state [6]. This is possible because the device replaces system hardware, thus it is operating at the lowest possible layer. An ICE also allows for extensive program tracing [9]. The ICE device allows real time dumps of executing code for the developer to scrutinize.

The biggest advantage of ICE is there is no effect on the target system [6]. The non-intrusive nature of ICE makes it an extremely attractive technology. However, ICE devices are not general purpose. Specifically, each ICE device must match to a given make, model and revision of target processor [9]. Thus, for every hardware platform upon which the code is to execute a specific ICE device must be purchased.

4.4 GDB

As mentioned in Chapter 2, GDB is used to debug operating systems, such as Linux and FreeBSD. This is done by compiling a GDB kernel module that acts as server [7]. This module, executes alongside the kernel and has the ability to inspect the operating system. This approach gives developers the ability to set breakpoints, step instructions, and trace programs all within the kernel.

While this approach provides developers with a window into the running kernel, it is not a perfect solution. The act of running the debugger inside of the kernel has the inherent defect of changing system state. Specifically, the debugger can change the state of the program it is
attempting to observe. This is a different approach than that of ICE and VProbes which are non-intrusive in nature.

4.5 Summary
This chapter presented related work for debugging technologies. The next chapter presents conclusions and future work for the application of VMware VProbes to the LPSK.
CHAPTER 5:
Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter concludes this thesis and presents future work related to the application of VMware VProbes to a segmentation based separation kernel.

5.1 Conclusion

This thesis set out to determine if VMware Vprobes could be used to debug the LPSK. Background information was gathered to understand topics such as virtualization, symbol tables, Open Watcom build tools, and debugging technologies. This provided a basis of comparison for VMware VProbes. Using the background information a methodology was presented for using VMware VProbes on the LPSK. Furthermore, attention was paid to building symbol tables so that developers could refer to addresses by name.

The current state of the LPSK is constantly changing. As such, the VP scripts used in this thesis may become obsolete. However, the methodology they use will remain viable so long as VMware VProbes functional specifications do not change.

5.2 Future Work

This section presents future work based upon the efforts in this thesis.

5.2.1 VMware VProbe Generator GUI

The current version of the VMware VProbe generator GUI provides an example of how to construct a tool to assist in the application of VProbes. To properly develop a fully functional application, requirements must be gathered. Engineering effort should be aimed at identifying the functional requirements. Specifically, the current version is aimed at solving problems that were of immediate concern. Future versions should address the needs of LPSK developers from the perspective of usability.

5.2.2 Automation of Linear Address Mapping

After the work in this thesis was completed, it became obvious that it is possible to automate the process described in Appendix A. The output from the harvester.vp script can be parsed and
the information applied to the MAP files. This automation would provide developers with a tool that would perform all of the tasks in Appendix A. Thus, effectively reducing the complexity of the tool and enhancing its usefulness.

5.2.3 Library of VP Scripts

As developers begin to use VMware VProbes, many scripts will be developed for debugging certain aspects of the kernel. To reduce redundant work, it will be useful to archive these scripts to increase reuse. Furthermore, a general purpose mechanism for writing VP scripts could be devised. This mechanism could take VP scripts written for a specific purpose and generalize them. This effectively makes specific scripts useful in a wide variety of situations.
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APPENDIX A:
Manual for TCX Debugging with VProbes

This Appendix presents a step by step guide to enabling VProbes and building a symbol table for the LPSK. All directions will be given for a Linux host.

A.1 Prerequisites
The following assumptions will be made.

- VMware Workstation 6.5 is installed on the Linux host and is being used as the Virtual Machine Monitor.
- It is assumed that the LPSK Virtual Machine has been set up [21]. Furthermore, the developer has access to all files created during the build process. For the purposes of building symbol tables, the user needs all files with a .map extension and all executable files including the lpsk_kernel binary.
- This guide will refer to the directory in which build files are located as BUILD_DIR. This directory is located on the user’s build machine [21].
- It is assumed Vprobes has been enabled for the VMware virtual machine. For directions on enabling VProbes for VMware Workstation see [11].
- The directory used for scratch space when building a symbol table will be referred to as SYM_DIR. This directory should be located in the file system of the host that is running VMware Workstation.
- The harvester.vp script is located in the SYM_DIR.

A.2 Building Symbol Tables
1. Move all MAP files (file with a .map extension) from BUILD_DIR to SYM_DIR. The file named lpsk_kernel should be moved from BUILD_DIR to SYM_DIR.

2. Locate the address of the find_module and kmem_allocate functions. In the Memory Map section of the lpsk_kernel.map file, Figure A.1 shows an example
0001:0000b4bc  _kmem_preallocate
0001:0000b6fa  _kmem_allocate
0001:0000b9d1+ _kmem_free
...
0001:000057ad+ _create_gates
0001:00005ace _find_module
0001:00005bbd _load_partition
...

Figure A.1: Example excerpt from the LPSK kernel MAP file.

excerpt from the lpsk_kernel.map. The address for the kmem_allocate function is 0x0000b6fa. The address for the find_module function is at address 0x00005ace.

3. Apply the linear offset address to the find_module and kmem_allocate function addresses. To obtain the linear offset address the wdump tool can be leveraged. Figure A.2 shows the output from running wdump on the lpsk_kernel binary. Notice that Object 1 is the code segment and the relocation base address is 0x00100000. The relocation base address can then be added to the addresses harvested in Step 2. Thus, find_module address becomes 0x00105ace and kmem_allocate becomes 0x0010b6fa.

4. Locate the return address for the kmem_allocate function. This address is located by subtracting 3 from the address of the next function in the lpsk_kernel.map. In Figure A.1 the next function is kmem_free. The address of the kmem_free function is 0x0010b9d1. Thus the address of the kmem_allocate function return statement is 0x0010b9ce.

5. The string FINDMOD is used in the harvester.vp file as a place holder. This string should be replaced with the address of the find_module function. This address was retrieved in Step 2.

6. The string KMEMALLOC is used in the harvester.vp file as a place holder. This string should be replaced with the return address of the kmem_allocate function. This address was retrieved in Step 4.

7. Locate the stack base address of the LPSK kernel. Use the wdump tool to analyze the lpsk_kernel in the SYM_DIR. Figure A.2 shows an example of running the wdump tool. The object table output shows that the lpsk_kernel has 3 objects. The code, data and stack segments, respectively. The third object is the kernel’s stack. The stack
#wdump lpsk_kernel

...  

Object Table
==========================================================================
object 1: virtual memory size = 0000C21FH  
  relocation base address = 00100000H  
  object flag bits = 00002005H  
  object page table index = 00000001H  
  # of object page table entries = 0000000DH  
  reserved = 00000000H  
  flags = READABLE|EXECUTABLE|BIG

object 2: virtual memory size = 0000E8D4H  
  relocation base address = 00110000H  
  object flag bits = 00002003H  
  object page table index = 0000000EH  
  # of object page table entries = 00000002H  
  reserved = 00000000H  
  flags = READABLE|WRITABLE|BIG

object 3: virtual memory size = 00004000H  
  relocation base address = 00120000H  
  object flag bits = 00002003H  
  object page table index = 00000010H  
  # of object page table entries = 00000000H  
  reserved = 00000000H  
  flags = READABLE|WRITABLE|BIG

...  

Figure A.2: Example usage of the wdump tool on the LPSK kernel binary.

base address for the LPSK kernel is the relocation base address, 0x00120000 in Figure A.2

8. Replace the STACKADDR string in the harvester.vp file with the hex representation of the stack base address.

9. On the machine running VMware Workstation remove the vprobe.out file if it exists. This file will reside in the same directory as the vmx file. If VProbes have never been run on TCX virtual machine then, it will not exist.

10. Power on the TCX Virtual Machine. Once the GRUB boot loader initializes press the ESC key. When GRUB initialization occurs, the screen will display GRUB Loading stage1.5. This will cause the GRUB boot loader to pause until the user selects a boot option.
11. Open a command shell on the host system running VMware Workstation. Load the harvester.vp script with the vmrun utility. Figure A.3 shows the command line instrumentation and parameters needed to load the harvester.vp file with the vmrun utility (This assumes that harvester.vp has been placed in SYM_DIR and that the command line session has a current working directory of SYM_DIR). The /path/to/tcx.vmx is the absolute file name of the vmx file for the TCX virtual machine.

12. Return to the TCX virtual machine, which is paused waiting for user input. A list of operating systems will be showing. Select the TCX boot option from the GRUB boot menu and let the virtual machine boot.

13. After the TCX virtual machine has completely finished booting, copy the vprobe.out file to the SYM_DIR. This file will be located in the same directory as the vmx file, and will be created when the VProbe runs.

14. Use the Symbol Table Generator from the VProbe Generator GUI or the TCX Symbol Generator to build the symbol table. For directions on these see Section C.2 or Section B.1. Save the symbol file as TCX.sym in the SYM_DIR.

15. Add the symbol table file to the TCX vmx file. Figure A.4 shows the configuration option to add to the vmx file. Note that "TCX.sym" must be given as a full absolute path to the TCX.sym file in the SYM_DIR.

16. Reboot the TCX virtual machine. Once the TCX virtual machine has been restarted all symbols listed in the TCX.sym file will be available to VProbes. To ensure that the symbols have been loaded correctly the vmrun tool can be used. Figure A.5 shows how to use vmrun to display the symbols. The output of A.5 will contain the symbols listed
in the TCX.sym file. The vprobeListProbes command will retrieve all available probe points.
APPENDIX B:
TCX Symbol Generator

This chapter contains a brief description of the TCX Symbol Generator tool. This is a command line utility that applies an address offset to a MAP file and outputs an NM style symbol table. This tool was written for the Linux operating system using GNU’s libc.

Figure B.1 displays the command line options for the tool. All options listed must be set for the tool to execute. The \texttt{-m} option specifies the name of the MAP to parse. The \texttt{-a} option specifies the linear address offset to apply to each symbol in the map. The \texttt{-o} option allows the user to specify the name of the output file. The output file will be appended to, if it already exists. If the output file does not exist one will be created. The \texttt{-s} option specifies which memory segment in the map file to pull symbols from.

B.1 Building Symbol Tables

It is assumed that a user reading this section has access to all the MAP files created during the compilation process. Furthermore, it is assumed that the \texttt{harvester.vp} script has been run and the resultant \texttt{vprobe.out} file is available.

Figure B.2 shows usage of the TCX Symbol Generator for building a symbol table. The example shows how to apply a linear base address offset to the SCOS map file. Figure B.2 has a linear address offset of 0x0015b000 and only the symbols in segment one of the SCOS MAP file are being added to the \texttt{tcx.sym} file.

Figure B.3 shows the output from the \texttt{harvester.vp} script. Using this output a symbol table for TCX can be built. For example, to create the symbol table for the SCOS module the command in Figure B.2. By looking at Figure B.3 the first segment in SCOS is at address 0x0015b000.

```
./tcx_symbol_generator -m filename -a 0x00000000 -o filename -s x
```

Options

- \texttt{-m filename}: Map file to apply the fixups to.
- \texttt{-a 0x00000000}: 32 bit address offset (in hex)
- \texttt{-o filename}: The place to write the symbol table to.
- \texttt{-s x}: The code segment to build symbols for

Figure B.1: Usage of the TCX Symbol Table.
Figure B.2: Example parameters for symbol table generation.

```plaintext
./tcx_symbol_generator -m scos.map -a 0x0015b000 -o tcx.sym -s 1
```

Figure B.3: Example output from Harvester.vp script.

The command pulls the symbols from segment one of the map file and applies the linear offset of 0x0015b000. This command must be repeated for every segment in each module. Since VProbes only allows one symbol file per VM, subsequent segments should be added to the same symbol file.
APPENDIX C:
VProbe Generator GUI

The VProbe Generator GUI is a collection of Java tools for assisting users in accomplishing the tasks mentioned in this thesis. There are four main components of the VProbe Generator GUI: Control Pane, VProbe.out tail, VPEditor, and Symbol Table Generator. Due to the length of the source code it will not be included in this thesis. It has been archived by the CISR group at the Naval Postgraduate School. Each of the parts of this tool kit will be presented and the functionalities will be briefly discussed.

C.1 Control Pane

The control pane provides a general purpose interface for instrumenting the entire toolkit. The Symbol Generator, VP Editor, and VProbe.out Tail can all be started from this interface. Furthermore, this interface provides the ability to control VMware Virtual Machines. This includes; starting Virtual Machines, stopping Virtual Machines, and VProbe control.

The current implementation of the Control Panel has the ability to issue commands via the `vmrun` command. This provides the ability to stop and start virtual machines as well as perform VProbe-specific commands. Currently the following VProbe commands are supported: list globals, version, load probe, probe points and disable probes. These commands are available in the VProbe menu from the Control Panel, see Figure C.1. To use the control pane a target `.vmx` file must be specified. This provides a target for all of the `vmrun` commands.

A screen shot of the tool can be seen in Figure C.1.

C.2 Symbol Generator

The Symbol Generator tool allows users to build `nm` style symbol tables. This tool can parse a given MAP file and apply the offset. Saving the results to a file will append the contents to the selected file. If no file exists, one will be created.

A screen shot of the tool can be seen in Figure C.2. The Symbol Generator is available from the VProbe menu in the Control Panel.
C.2.1 Using The Symbol Table Generator

It is assumed that a user reading this section has access to all the MAP files created during the compilation process. Furthermore, the `harvester.vp` script has been run and the resultant `vprobe.out` file is available. Finally, the user knows how to extract the appropriate information from these files. The subjects mentioned in this paragraph have been covered in detail elsewhere in this thesis.

The Map File field should specify the name of the MAP file to build the symbol table for. This can be entered directly into the text field or by browsing. The Browse will cause a FileChooser to open to allow the user to browse for the file. The path of the file should be relative to the current working directory in which the VProbe Generator GUI was started. It is recommended that the absolute path always be used as the current working directory can be specific to each system.
The Address Offset field specifies the linear address offset to be applied to the symbols. This information can be harvested from the results of the `vprobe.out` file. The format of this field should be a hex ascii string preceded by `0x`. For example, Figure C.2 shows a value of `0x00100000` which implies a linear address offset of 100000 hex bytes. This tool will only work for 32 bit addresses as the TCX kernel on works in 32 bit mode.

The Partition field specifies which partition the symbol resides in. The value specified will be appended to the end of the symbol name. For example, in Figure C.2 the partition value is 0. The resultant symbols in the Symbol Table field have 0 appended to the end of them.

The Segment field specifies which segment in the map file to pull symbols from. For example, in Figure C.2 a segment value of 1 is used. This implies that all symbols in the Symbol Table field are from segment one in the map file.

### C.3 VP Editor

The VP Editor provides a simple editor for creating VP Scripts. This tool will populate all possible probe points in the left panel. This includes any symbols from an imported symbol table.
The panel to the right provides a simple mechanism for inserting user defined VP functions into the workspace.

A screen shot of the tool can be seen in Figure C.3. The VP Editor is accessible from the VProbe menu in the Control Panel.

C.4 VProbe.out Tail

The VProbe.out tail is modeled after the unix tool tail. It will watch the vprobe.out file for changes and update the workspace when any changes have been written. This tool also provides the ability to install hooks. Hooks are java classes that receive every line of input into the vprobe.out file.

The interface for writing hooks is defined in the AutoHook.java source file. Developers are required to install all hooks in the /controller/hooks/ directory.
A screen shot of the tool can be seen in Figure C.4. The VProbe.out tail is available from the VProbe menu in the Control Panel.

### C.4.1 Writing Hooks

Figure C.5 shows the source code for the TcxHook which can be seen in Figure C.4. The AutoHook interface defines 3 methods: init, hook, and setDebug. The init method is called immediately after object creation. The hook method is called every time the VProbe.out tail reads a line from the vprobe.out file. The line read from the vprobe.out file will be the parameter to the hook method. The setDebug method turns debugging on for the individual hook. This allows developers to dynamically turn on debugging code without compiling.

The TcxHook in Figure C.5 simply prints each line of input from the vprobe.out file to standard out. More extensive hooks can be created to perform tasks based on input received from VProbes.
package controller.hooks;
import controller.AutoHook;
public class TcxHook implements AutoHook {

    private boolean debug = false;
    public boolean init () {
        this.debug = false;
        return true;
    }
    public boolean hook( String line ) {
        System.out.println ( line );
        return true;
    }
    public void setDebug( boolean val ) {
        this.debug = val;
    }
}

Figure C.5: Example Hook code
APPENDIX D: 
VPScript Listings

This chapter contains VP script listings used throughout the thesis. Each section in the Appendix represents a different VP script.

D.1 Vertical Test

; Code used for vertical test

; this function gets an argument from
; the stack based on the stack base address
(definteger tmp )
(defun getArg32 ( stackOffset argnum )
  ( setint tmp ( getguest
    (+ ( * argnum 4 ) (+ stackOffset (& 0 xffffffff RSP ) ) )
  )
  ( >>= tmp 32 )
)

; stack base address for
; scos (PL2), scss (PL1), and
; the kernel (PL0)
(definteger scos_stack 0x00161000)
(definteger scss_stack 0x00157000)
(definteger lpsk_stack 0x00120000)

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;; parameter values ;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; get test_scos_gate param
(vprobe GUEST:_test_scos_gate0
  ( printf " test_scos_gate ( 0x%x ) \n"
    (getArg32 scos_stack 1)
  )
)
(vprobe GUEST:_scos_test0
   ( printf " _scos_test ( 0x%x )\n"
       (getArg32 scos_stack 1)
   )
)

; get scss_gate
(vprobe GUEST:_test_scss_gate0
   ( printf " _test_scss_gate ( 0x%x )\n"
       (getArg32 scss_stack 1)
   )
)

(vprobe GUEST:_scss_test0
   ( printf " _scss_test ( 0x%x )\n"
       (getArg32 scss_stack 1)
   )
)

; kernel gate call
(vprobe GUEST:_test_lpsk_gate0
   ( printf " _test_lpsk_gate ( 0x%x )\n"
       (getArg32 lpsk_stack 1)
   )
)

(vprobe GUEST:_lpsk_test0
   ( printf " _lpsk_test ( 0x%x )\n"
       (getArg32 lpsk_stack 1)
   )
)

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;; return values ;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

; vprobe set on the return statement of
; test_scos_gate function
(vprobe GUEST:0x0015b891
D.2 Horizontal Test

; code used for Horizontal test

; this function retrieves the value pointed to by the parameter
(defun deref (ptr)
D.3 Invalid Write Test

;Code used with Invalid Write Test
(defun deref32 (ptr)
    (& 0xffffffff (getguest ptr))
)

; this vprobe watches the ISR for interrupt 13 (invalid write)
(vprobe GUEST:0x001003a3 ; addr of INT13 handler
    (printf "Firing ISR 13\n")
    (printf "Version 0x%x\n" (getguest 0x00147000))
)

; 0x00147000 is the address of the read-only memory segment.
; this vprobe watches the first byte in the read-only memory segment
(vprobe GUEST_WRITE:0x00147000
    (printf "Wrote to Memory segment value: 0x%x\n" (deref32 0x00147000))
)

D.4 Harvester.vn

; Harvester.vn script

; replace STACKADDR with stack base address for the kernel
(definteger stackStart STACKADDR)

; this function gets an argument from the stack based on the stack base address
(definteger tmp)
(defun getArg32 (stackOffset argnum)
    (setint tmp (getguest (+ (* argnum 4)
            (+ stackOffset (& 0xffffffff RSP) )
        )
    )
    (>> tmp 32))

59
(defun derefTcxKernelStack(ptr)
    (& 0 xffffffff (getguest (+ stackStart ptr)))
)

(defstring exe_name)
(definteger debug_ptr)

;This probe watches execution for the find_module function
;when its executed the path path name is printed
(vprobe GUEST:FINDMOD ;replace FINDMOD with the address of find_module
    (setint debug_ptr
        (+
            stackStart
            (getArg32 stackStart 4)
        )
    )
)

(getgueststr exe_name debug_ptr)
(printf "Find modules exe name = %s \n" exe_name)

;This vprobe watches the return statement in kmem_allocate.
;when it is executed the objet number and address are printed
(definteger object_idx 0)
(vprobe GUEST:KMEMALLOC ;replace with return statement address for kmem_allocate
    (setint object_idx
        ;RBP−52 is the address of the object_idx.
        ;This is the segment number of the current segment
        ;This was found using IDA
        (derefTcxKernelStack (− RBP 52))
    )
)

(printf "EBP 0x%x \n" RBP)
(setint object_idx (+ object_idx 1))
(printf "kmem_allocate load_addr = 0x%x, Object # = %d \n"
    (derefTcxKernelStack (getArg32 stackStart 3))
)
object_idx

)

)
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